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Electric Fence Controllers
with Special Reference to Equipment Developed

for Measuring Their Characteristics

By

F. ALTON EVEREST

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

I. FOREWORD
1. Introduction. During the past few years the use of electric fences

has increased tremendously. This popularization of an electric appliance that
energizes great lengths of exposed conductor brings with it regulatory problems
to reduce the hazard to human life. Before regulatory bodies can function
effectively, they must have data on the physiological effects and lethal limits of
various types of electric shocks and have available proper instruments for
measuring the various electrical quantities involved. It is particularly with the
latter object in mind that this bulletin is written. This is mainly a record of
progress made and experience gained during the past three years in the tech-
nique of testing electric fence controllers.

2. Acknowledgments. Much credit is due F. 0. McMillan, Head of
the Department of Electrical Engineering, for encouragement and con-
tinual suggestions during the development of the equipment described in
these pages. A. L. Albert, Professor of Communication Engineering,
assisted in making available laboratory facilities. S. H. Graf, Director of
Engineering Research, reviewed the manuscript and prepared it for pub-
lication. The interest and help of F. E. Price, Agricultural Engineer,
Agricultural Experiment Station, and W. R. Volheye, Chief Electrical
Inspector for the State of Oregon, have also proved invaluable. The
collaborating work of several students in electrical engineering is acknowl-
edged as follows: H. R. Johnston assisted with the photography of the
cathode-ray oscillograms of Figures 2 and 9, and in the experimentation
with the trigger circuits of Section IV. W. H. Huggins checked the
author's work in Section III and developed the exact equations of Appen-
dix A. D. K. Steidinger, E. L. Coe, and P. A. Lloyd rendered valuable
assistance in constructing and testing much of the equipment.

II. DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL FENCE ENERGIZER
CIRCUITS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO INHERENT SHOCK HAZARD

1. Type 1: Inductive discharge, direct-current operated. The most
common type of electric fence controller (as indicated at least by the units
submitted for approval in Oregon) is the inductive discharge type an-
alyzed in great detail in Section III. As the source of power is dry cells
or a storage battery, this type is inherently one of the safest, for little
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shock hazard can exist if the power source does become connected to the
fence wire by some failure within the controller (Figure 1). Very little
is known concerning how much the human body can withstand from
impulse shocks, but in general it is known that the shorter the durationx 0 FENCE x -0 F

6 VOLTS DC AC

0 GROUND 0 0
TYPE I TYPE 2

Ho V. AC

10
TYPE 3

___::

TYPE 4

OF

110 V. AC

03
TYPE 5

8L OF

110 V AC

O 3
TYPE 6

IIOV.AC

11 100
TYPE 7

Figure 1. Circuits of seven representative types of electric fence energizers.



ELECTRIC FENCE CONTROLLERS

of application of a potential, the greater the magnitude of potential re-
quired for a given reaction.* Another fact that appears to be firmly
established is that the shocking rate should not fall in synchronism with
the heart-beat rate, as a shock of normally harmless intensity may be
more serious if applied on the same part of every heart-beat cycle.

2. Type 2: Inductive discharge, alternating-current operated. It is
possible to actuate an inductive discharge type of controller from an ac
power source also. The interrupter in this case would be one of fast
action so that only the current-make and current-break transients would
predominate, and the steady-state ac voltage would not appear on the
secondary. This type is characterized by very erratic shock magnitudes,
for the contacts might operate anywhere from the positive maximum
through zero to the negative maximum of the applied voltage. If the
interrupter is operated by the primary current,- its rate of operation also
will be erratic.

3. Type 3: Continuous alternating voltage applied to fence. This
fence energizing circuit is potentially very dangerous, because the alter-
nating voltage is continuously applied to the fence. The current is limited
only by a series resistor usually in the form of a lamp. If in the order of
15 milliamperes of 60-cycle current flows through the human body from,
say, hand to hand, it is impossible to release the conductor.t Because of
this "freezing," or cumulative tetanus, this type has come into great dis-
favor and much legislation has resulted against it. To make matters
worse, its simplicity increases its popularity as a home-made device.

4. Type 4: Intermittent alternating-current type. This type is similar
to Type 2 except that the switch, such as motor-driven breaker points or a
mercury switch, is slower acting, and in the order of three or four cycles of
alternating voltage is applied to the fence at 300 to 500 volts.

S. Type 5: Charged condenser continuously applied to fence. Type
5 incorporates a half-wave rectifier, which charges the condenser essen-
tially to the crest value of the applied voltage. The promoters of this
type of device often make reference to the fact that dc offers less hazard
than 60-cycle ac to the human body. This is true, but the fact remains
that when a person touches a wire energized by such a controller, any-
thing but a pure direct current flows through his body, as evidenced by the series
of cathode-ray oscillograms of Figure 2, all taken to the same scale under
varying load conditions from a unit of this type. The storage capacity of
the condenser is too small to smooth effectively at the low body resist-
ances likely to be encountered.

6. Type 6: Charged condenser intermittently applied to fence. An
improvement upon Type 5 is Type 6, which charges the condenser and
then discharges it either through a resistor or the primary of a trans-
former. The latter acts as the inductive discharge type on the current-
break. The switch is motor driven.

7. Type 7: Charged condenser, relaxation circuit. This type ac-
complishes the discharge of the condenser by a trigger tube of some sort,

eSee any standard text on physiology such as An Outline of General Physiology by
L. V. Heilbrum, W. B. Saunders Company, 1937, Philadelphia & London.

tWhat Is a Safe Voltage? by T. C. Gilbert, Electrical Reviews, July 31, 1936, p. 145.



(a) (f)

(b) (g)

(c) (h)

(d) (i)

(e)
(I)

Figure 2.Oscillograms showing output of Type 5 unit under varying load conditions. The
dc component as listed below does not appear in the above oscillograms.

Load Resistance DC Com8onents
a -------------------------------- 2,100,000 ohms 354 volts
b -------------------------------- 250,000 317
c -------------------------------- 100,000 285
d -------------------------------- 50,000 235
e -------------------------------- 25,000 178
f -------------------------------- tO,000 105
g -------------------------------- 5,000 65
h ------------------------------- 2,000 32
i -------------------------------- 1,000 18
j -------------------------------- 500 10

i1i
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which becomes conducting when a certain voltage has built up across the
condenser terminals. This is essentially a relaxation oscillator.

8. General. The above classification is in no sense complete, as
there are countless combinations of circuit-element arrangements that
can be made. It is included mainly to indicate the variety of controllers
available, and the magnitude of the testing problems that accompany
them.

The alternating-current-operated controllers all offer the possibility,
although often remote, that the fence wire might become energized
directly from the ac line in some abnormal manner. Fuses, thermal breakers,
current-limiting resistors, proper transformer design, and good mechanical con-
struction are all attempts to alleviate this hazard, but in addition close regulatory
supervision appears to be necessary to enforce proper standards.

All of the units may be classified generally into two groups by the
type of output waveshapes: (1) those applying potentials that attain
steady-state conditions, and (2) those utilizing transient phenomena.
Steady-state measurements are well understood, and it is for this reason
that the latter type of measurement is emphasized in this bulletin.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
INDUCTION TYPE OF ELECTRIC FENCE

CONTROLLER

1. Mathematical analysis. A large proportion of the electric fence
controllers in use today are operated from a storage battery or from dry
cells. This is due largely, no doubt, to the remote locations in which the
electric fences are to be used. Several types of controllers are designed
to be energized either from the power mains or from batteries, and they
are designed, by the very nature of the problem, for battery operation;
and converters are provided so that the power mains can be substituted as a
source of power. It is the opinion of many that every encouragement should be
given to the development and popularization of this battery type of controller
because of its inherent safety. Connecting an exposed electric fence wire
to a battery through some type of pendulum-induction controller is considered by
many to be the safest possible electric fence. No possibility of a dangerous
exposure can exist by virtue of a brokendown transformer, welded contacts,
high humidity leakage, or a number of such things that are serious if the con-
troller is energized from the power mains. Because of these facts, it is con-
sidered worthwhile to set down the fundamental mathematical analysis of the
usual induction type of controller, both to give an appreciation of the actions
involved and to point the way toward desirable refinements.

Let us consider an induction type of fence controller with the circuit
shown in Figure 3. A battery applies the voltage E when the switch is
closed to the primary of a transformer whose primary inductance is L1.
The entire resistance of the primary circuit including the resistance of the
winding and any internal battery resistance is R, ohms. The secondary
winding has a self-inductance of L2 henrys, and the entire secondary has
a resistance of R, ohms. The two windings L, and L, are coupled mag-
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netically and their mutual inductance is M henrys. Because the effects
in which we are interested are transient in character, the problem must
be attacked from the standpoint of the differential calculus. Applying to

LI

ii

Figure 3. Basic circuit for induction controller.

R2

the primary circuit Kirchoff's Law, which states that the sum of all the
voltage drops around a circuit must be equal to zero, we have the
equation:

dii di2
(1)

dt dt

Applying Kirchoff's Law to the secondary circuit we have:

di2 dii
- + M - + 12R2 = 0 (2)

dt dt

Equations (1) and (2) must be solved simultaneously to obtain expres-
sions for i and i2 in terms of t, the time in seconds after the switch was
closed or opened, depending on whether current growth or decay char-
acteristics are desired. Although the solution of the above equations is
entirely straightforward, the mathematics involved is beyond the scope
of this bulletin. For those interested, the exact solution is given in
Appendix A.

Our purpose is better served by solving equations (1) and (2) by an
approximate method known as a solution by increments. First, to free
ii let us divide (1) through by R1:

L1 dii M di2 E
+ -=---1i10--I1 (3)

R1dt Rdt R1
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E
where io = -

R1

or the final value of steady-state current attained in the primary circuit
after the switch has been closed.

Dividing (2) through by R2:

L2 di2 M dii--+-----=i2 (4)
R2 dt R2dt

dii
Solving (3) for -

dt

dii R, (i0i1) M di2-= (5)
dt L1 L1dt

dii
Solving (4) for -

(It

di2 i2R M dii
(6)

dt L2 L2dt
Substituting (6) in (5), rearranging, and simplifying:

dii RL, (i0 - i1) + 1I i2R2-= (7)
dt L,L2M2

Substituting (5) in (6), rearranging, and simplifying:

dii R2L1i2 + IR1 (i0 - i1)

(8)
dt L1L2M2

Equations (7) and (8) may be written as
rR,L,(i0i,) +Mi2R2 I

(9)
L,L2 M2

R,Li2 + MR, (i0i,)
(10)

LL2 M2
The solution by increments is accomplished by starting at t = 0 and

knowing that ji = 0 and i2 = 0 at this time. A small interval of time
(st) is substituted into equation (9) along with the zero values of i1 and
i2 and a value of is obtained. In other words, during the increment

of time of t seconds, the primary current has changed i1 amperes.
Using this value of i, for the initial current of the second increment and
getting an initial value of i2 for the second increment from (10) in a
similar manner to the above, (9) and (10) can be solved for the second
and subsequent increments.
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2. Transient solution for current make. The circuit constants of a
typical induction type of electric fence controller were measured in the
laboratory and found to be

L1= 0.04 henry
L2 = 2.0 henrys
M0.2 henry
E = 6.0 volts

R1 = 1.2 ohms (contacts closed)
R2500 ohms

Substituting these values in (9) and (10), we get:

i1= [300-60 i, + 2,500i2] it (11)

i2 = - [30 6 i1 + 500 12] t (12)

From equations (11) and (12) the primary and secondary current
curves of Figure 4 have been calculated by this method. The current
growth and decay curves have been plotted together in this figure because
that is the usual mode of operation in the induction controller. The mag-
nitude of the secondary current is a function of the rate of change of
current in the primary. As i, begins to build up, its rate of change is
greatest, and the secondary current will go quickly to a negative maxi-
mum value and then recede to the axis as the primary rate of change
approaches zero, the steady-state value.

w
LJ

LiJ

LJ

C"

TIME SECONDS

Figure 4. Calculated transient currents in primary (above) and secondary circuits (below) for
current make and break.
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3. Transient solution for current break. The switch in Figure 3 was
arbitrarily opened at t 0.12 second, because essentially steady-state
conditions had arrived. At the primary current break, the voltage E
applied to the primary becomes zero and i0 then becomes zero and equa-
tions (9) and (10) become:

Ai1= [_.

i,RL2 + M izRz j

L1L2M2 _J

(13)

E i,MR1i,R2L11
I It (14)
L L1L2M2 J

As the switch was opened when i1 = 5.0 amperes, it is evident that the
primary current descent must be made from there. An uncertainty enters
here in the form of a more or less indeterminate value of R1, because the
secondary current-break transient in which we are primarily interested
takes place within a very short time and is probably well on the way to
completion by the time the inductive arc is broken. For this reason, it
seemed more nearly correct to assume a reasonable mean value of arc
resistance. Actually, however, it must be borne in mind that the arc
resistance changes with time, because its length and cross-sectional area
vary as the contacts part. For work that justifies the refinement, a
reasonable assumption might be that the arc resistance varies linearly
with time. This was unwarranted in the case at hand, and a mean value
of R, was arbitrarily taken at 100 ohms. Equations (13) and (14) now
become:

i= [-5,000 i1 + 2,500i2] t (15)

i2= [500i-500i2] t (16)

Increments of t may be applied to equations (15) and (16) the same
as before. The first i1 increment (as well as the others) will be negative,
and the 5.0 ampere initial value will thus be decreased by this Ai, value.
The right-hand part of Figure 4 shows the current break curves. The
very steep primary current decay gives rise to a relatively high, but nar-
row, secondary impulse, which is the most important part of the whole
transient from the standpoint of shock.

The accuracy of the method of increments increases the shorter the
time increments taken for each step. The time increments should be kept
small on the steeper parts of the curve and may be increased for the
flatter parts. For instance, in Figure 4 on the primary current-growth
curve, t increments of 0.001 second were taken up to t = 0.01 second
and increased judiciously thereafter. At the current break, current incre-
ments as small as 0.00001 second were taken because of the rapidity with
which the current decays.

The primary and secondary current of the electric fence controller
from which the circuit constants were taken for the above example are
shown in the oscillogram of Figure 5. This was taken on a General
Electric Type EM. Form C Duddell oscillograph. The circuit was iden-
tical to Figure 1 except for a 0.35 microfarad condenser across the con-
tacts (the effect of which is discussed in another section). The center
trace is the primary current with time advancing from left to right. The
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initial irregularities are caused by contact chatter. The primary current
builds up until the contacts open and then the current falls to zero. The
top trace is the secondary current and, with the exception of the contact
chatter, a general resemblance to the calculated prototype of Figure 4 is
seen. One striking difference is that the theoretical curve was calculated
on the assumption that the primary current attained essentially steady-
state conditions in 0.12 second, while in reality the contacts opened after

SECONDARY
CURRENT

PRIMARY
CURRENT

1000 CYCLE
TIMING WAVE
Figure 5. Oscillogram of transient primary and secondary currents of induction controller

(Unit No. 16) having circuit parameters as shown in Figure 3.

0.018 second. Transformer core saturation, change in arc resistance, and
many other effects have not been considered, for the general comparison
between computed and recorded curves was all that was desired. The
reason for the primary current recorded in Figure 5 being concave up-
wards is due to the fact that this controller had a transformer with an air
gap in the core, which was shunted magnetically by the armature by
which the rotary pendulum was driven. This armature is movable, and
because of its relatively small cross-sectional area is undoubtedly easily
saturated. The normal current rise would be exponentially as shown in
Figure 4 neglecting any saturation effect.

4. Quantity of electricity circulating in secondary circuit: current
make. The quantity of electricity (which may properly be called the
charge) circulating in the secondary may be found from an integration
with respect to t of equation (4) with limits from zero to infinity:

t=x
L2 di2 M 1i1dt+---- dt= i5dt (17)
R dt R2 dt

t=O 1=0 t=0
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i2==o ii=io

L2 M- di + dii = - i2 dt (18)
R2 R,

i=O ii=O t=O

This can be simplified by noting that when t 0, ii = 0 and i2 0 and that when
t = (an infinitely long time after the contacts are closed), i2 0, and
ii i0, which is the steady-state primary current. The first term of (18)
when integrated becomes zero and (18) becomes

t=cyj

Mio
idt (19)

R2
t=O

or Mio
(20)

R2

where Q is the quantity of electricity circulating in the secondary circuit
when the primary contacts are closed.

5. Quantity of electricity circulating in secondary circuit: current
break. When the primary switch is opened and counting t = 0 at the
moment of opening the switch, when t = 0, ii = ii, i2 = 0 and when t = co,
ii = 0, and i2 = 0, equation (17) then becomes

ii=O ii=O t=
L2 M

di2 + di, =- iidt (21)
R2 R2

ii=O =io t=O

M 1'
which reduces to i0 - Ji2dt (22)

Mi0

or Q. (23)
R2

It will be noted that the charge circulated in the secondary at the
current make as given by equation (20) is numerically equal to the charge
circulated at the current break as given in equation (23). The only dif-
ference is a difference in sign. The area in ampere-seconds below the
axis in the i0 plot in Figure 4 is equal to the area above the axis. The
physical significance is that all of the energy stored in the magnetic field
at the current make is returned to the circuit on the current break. In
practice, this may not be exactly true because of losses that have not been
considered.

Equations (20) and (23) indicate a linear relationship between Q and
1/R2. To test the adherence to this in practical controllers, Figures 6 and
7 have been plotted for units No. 16 and No. 19, respectively. It will be
seen that for light loadings (high values of R2), there is a strict adherence
to the theoretical equations, but for the higher currents, saturation and
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possibly other effects are in evidence. These curves emphasize the fact
that actual measurements are the only answer unless all of the variables,
particularly the iron characteristics, are definitely known.

IV. PHOTOGRAPHY OF RANDOM TRANSIENTS
BY MEANS OF THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE

1. Introduction. In the testing of electric fences, it is often useful to
be able to see the exact wave shape of the output impulse. In all of the
usual battery types of units and in most of the Units energized from the
power mains, this output impulse is by nature a transient phenomenon,
and, in addition to this, the impulses are spaced a relatively great dis-
tance apart. This spacing is usually in the order of one second. For
using the cathode-ray oscillograph in the usual manner, rapidly recurrent
phenomena retrace the same path on the fluorescent screen, giving the
illusion of continuity of vision. In order to obtain this continuity of vision
effect without bothersome flicker, at least from 10 to 15 phenomena per
second are required. In observing the output voltages of the usual electric
fence controller, some special device must be utilized to get a satisfactory
trace.

These output impulses of electric fence controllers are properly
classed as "random" phenomena because the time between impulses is
not accurately equal. The use of a synchronous-sweep circuit with a period of
one per second is impracticable. A far more satisfactory method is to cause the
impulse itself to initiate a single sweep that will be of proper velocity to spread
the impulse the desired amount across the screen. This can be accomplished, by
the use of the grid-controlled gas-discharge type of tube such as that used for
the indicating device for the peak vacuum-tube voltmeter described elsewhere.

When dealing with the single-sweep type of circuit, a source of great
annoyance is the trace made by the spot returning after its useful travel.
In the use of the usual commercial type of cathode-ray oscillograph, as
found in most laboratories, a blocking condenser is in series with both
the horizontal and vertical deflecting plates. This condenser makes it
impossible to apply a direct potential directly to the plates without alter-
ing the wiring. If the sweep potential used is that across a condenser
being charged, as is usually the case, the changing potential can be
transferred across the series condenser only as the potential is changing.
This results in the spot drifting back across the screen as soon as the
sweep has been complete. For photographic work, this return trace
ruins the picture, as the spot usually travels slower while returning than
while tracing the impulse and produces a brighter trace on the photo-
graphic film, seriously overexposing it during this return trace. In view
of this, it is very desirable to have a circuit in addition to the sweep-
initiating circuit, which will bring the intensity of the fluorescent spot
from the extinguishing point up to some extremely brilliant point for the
duration of the transient only. For short periods of time, this intensity
can be much greater than the nominal intensity usually used to prevent
damage to the fluorescent screen. This extremely brilliant trace brings
the photographing of fast transients within the realm of possibility with
usual films and cameras having normal apertures. After the transient has
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passed, the spot brilliancy can be made to fall again to the extinction point in
order that the slower return trace may be rendered invisible.

2. Trigger circuit description. As outlined above, there are two sepa-
rate things to be attained: first, the initiating of the sweep cycle that will
cause the spot to traverse the screen from, say, left to right; and, second,
the increasing of the intensity of the fluorescent spot to good photo-
graphic brilliance, and later the fall of this intensity to allow the spot to
return without being visible. These two functions must be accurately
synchronized one with the other, and in addition to this, the transient
itself must initiate both functions in order to have both occur at the
proper time with respect to the transient.

The circuit in Figure 8a* is a result of much actual experimentation
upon many such circuits. It is designed to be used with the ordinary
cathode-ray oscillographs such as the 3-inch RCA Type TMV-l22-B with
the absolute minimum of changes in the circuit of the instrument. In
fact, it is only necessary to make one change in the circuit of this type of
oscillograph to accommodate the tripping circuit of Figure 8a. The heart
of this device is the grid-controlled gas-discharge tube VT1. The poten-
tial on its grid is so adjusted by means of the voltage divider R6 that for
the particular plate voltage applied (300 volts dc, for instance) the tube
does not conduct, but is very close to the conduction point. The impulse
from the electric fence controller taken from the voltage divider R3-R4 is
led directly to the vertical deflection terminals on the cathode-ray oscillo-
graph panel. This impulse is likewise applied to the transformer T1 by
means of the potentiometer R5 in such a way that the impulse causes VT1
to become conducting. When this has taken place, the positive 300-volt
dc terminal is effectively connected to

C1R2 and R2C2 in parallel.
R5 is normally equal to R2 and C1 equal to C2. The voltage across the
terminals of both C1 and C2 starts to rise at the time ti, the instant VT1
becomes conducting, along an exponential type of curve shown in Figure
8c. The voltage across either R, or R2 is directly proportional to the
current flowing in them and will vary in the manner shown in Figure 8b.
At the instant ti that the cycle is initiated, a current flows in each arm
that is limited only by the resistance of that arm, and then decays along
the exponential curve as shown. The voltage across C2 (which varies as
shown in Figure 8c) is applied to the horizontally deflecting terminals of
the oscillograph and serves to move the spot more or less uniformly
across the screen. A portion of the pulse arising on R1 is applied to the
beam intensity-control grid of the cathode-ray tube, and it serves to
increase the brilliancy of the spot to some high value suitable for photog-
raphy or for visual observation. It is evident, then, that the things that
were desired have been accomplished; that is, the application of the
impulse to the vertical plates of the cathode-ray tube, and the utilization
of the impulse itself to initiate the sweep and increase of intensity of the
cathode-ray beam.

The only alteration of the oscillograph that is necessary is the circuit
for the control of the beam intensity. The case is removed (after making
sure that the plug has been disconnected) and the socket terminal at the
base of the cathode-ray tube that is connected to the intensity-control grid

Refer to Appendix B for description of component parts.
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is found. This lead is disconnected from the socket and a resistor (R7) of about
75,000 ohms is inserted in series. C5 is then connected to the side of the resistor
R5, which goes to the intensity-control grid of the cathode-ray tube.

Theoretically, the pulse applied to the intensity-control grid should be
of rectangular form. In addition to this, it would be desirable if the sweep
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Figure 8. (a) Circuit diagram of special self-tripping circuit for photographing random
transients. Refer to Appendix B for list of parts.

(b) Voltage appearing across R1 used as beam intensity-increasing pulse.
(c) Voltage appearing across Ci used as the horizontal sweeping potential.

velocity of the spot were constant. Both these advantages may be prac-
tically realized by the insertion of a constant-current device at the point A
in Figure 8a. This would cause the condenser C to charge at a constant
rate, such as the broken line in igure 8c. In addition to this, the voltage
across R1 would have its sharp peak cut down, perhaps, to the broken line
of Figure 8b, which would be flat over a certain region and then would
decay along the exponential as before. Such a constant-current device is
approximately realized in the usual pentode vacuum-tube, the plate current
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Unit No. 19 Unit No.22 Unit No.25

Figure 9. Photographs taken with the use of the special trigger circuit described and acommon three-inch laboratory type of cathode-ray oscilloscope under varying load conditions.

LOAD R]SISTANCE

Unit No. 19 Unit No. 22 Unit No. 25

2,100,000 ohms 2,100,000 ohms 2,100,000 ohms
250,000 500,000 250,000
100,000 250.000 100,000
50,000 100,000 50,000
25,000 25,000 3,000 cycle timing wave
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of which is essentially independent of its plate voltage. Its screen poten-
tial, however, has a great effect on the plate current, and this potential
should be supplied from an independent source.

In photographing the inductive discharge type of transient, it is
entirely feasible to make the current-make impulse initiate the sweep and
adjust the R,C, and R2C2 time constant so that it is correct to get the more
important current-break on the screen. It takes a few microseconds for
the trigger circuit to act, and if the current-break impulse itself initiates
the sweep, part of the very steep wave front will not be seen. Tlus is not
a handicap for most purposes, however, as may be ascertained by an
inspection of Figure 9, which shows a series of photographs taken in this
manner. Sometimes a delay circuit is necessary to withhold the transient
until the sweep gets started.5

The oscillograms of Figure 9 were taken on Super XX Panchromatic
film with a Contax F/l.5 camera at full aperture. If the amount or class
of work will warrant it, a more satisfactory arrangement can be obtained
by the use of a cathode-ray tube operating with higher anode voltages and
with a highly actinic short-persistent screen. Many of the new features
incorporated in modern television cathode-ray tubes are desirable in this
work, particularly the feature of attaining a focus essentially independent
of beam modulation. With this more suitable equipment, extremely high-
speed transients may be photographed with ease.

V. MEASUREMENT OF THE QUANTITY OF ELECTRIC-
ITY IN ELECTRIC FENCE CONTROLLER IMPULSES

1. Statement of the problem. It has become more and more apparent
that the quantity of electricity (in coulombs) represented by an impulse
is probably the proper criterion of shock intensity, at least from the
standpoint of danger to human life. For steady-state alternating currents,
it has been conclusively shown that the current flowing across the heart
muscles determines the hazard involved, and that voltage has only a
secondary effect in that it is the force that causes the current flow. For
short-lived impulse or transient shocks, the time element must be consid-
ered, and the area under the curve of current versus time of the impulse
appears to be the proper criterion, although little biological research has
been conducted on this phase.

This statement appears to be borne out in the shock-intensity require-
ments of the Wisconsin regulations recently adopted after serious delib-
eration. Section 4Af states in part

"During each shock period, the value of the product of the rectified
current in milliamperes capable of being supplied by the controller
and the duration of such periods in seconds shall not exceed 3 mdli-
ampere seconds (3 millicoulombs) .

One method by which this quantity of electricity can be determined
is by the use of an oscillogram that records the current wave shape of

The Use of the HgJi-Vacuum Cathode-Ra',' Tube for Recording High-Speed Transient
Phenomena, by D. I. McG,llewie, Electrical Communication, Vol. 17, No. 2, October 1938.

fGcneral Orders on Electric Fences. Issued by Industrial Commission of Wisconsin,
effective October 6, 1938.
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the impulse. The area under the curve (in square inches, for example)
can be obtained by the use of a planimeter. This area must then be
adjusted for proper current and time scales in the following way:

Quantity of electricity represented in impulse (area under curve, in.2)

ma sec
(current scale, -) (time scale, -) = ma - sec (millicoulornbs)

in. in.

While this method is satisfactory in itself, it is subject to all of the errors
and limitations of recordings made with magnetic oscillographs. Also,
many popular controllers have outputs that are so small that recording
amplifiers are needed to produce usable records with the usual magnetic
oscillograph.

2. Integrator circuit description. The need for a more automatic
method of integration under the current wave was apparent, and the
device to be described was evolved to perform this function. It is based
on ordinary half-wave rectifier principles. Consider the basic diagram of
Figure 10. An electric fence controller, of which the impulse current
wave shape for a certain degree of loading is that shown in Figures ila
and lib, is connected to the circuit of Figure 10. Because current can
flow only when the anode of the diode VT1 is positive, current will flow
only during the shaded portion of Figure ila. This current flow charges
the condenser C to a certain potential,

where

QE0= (1)
C

E1 = voltage to which condenser is charged, volts,
quantity of electricity in condenser,
ampere-seconds,

C capacitance of condenser, farads.

Knowing the capacitance of the condenser and obtaining the value of E,
by measurement, the shaded area under the current wave of Figure ha
may be obtained. By reversing the terminals of the fence controller, the
integrated area of the shaded portion of Figure lib may be obtained, and the
total Q can be found by adding the positive and negative portions. As discussed
in another section, these two areas are normally equal, although the presence of
a condenser across the contacts may alter this somewhat.

The actual measurements were made with the circuit of Figure 12.t
Figure 13 shows a photograph of the arrangement of laboratory appara-
tus. A triode of the indirectly heated cathode type was found to be
necessary for the rectifier. The grid was connected to the filament to
form the diode, although any indirectly heated diode should serve as well.

The size of the condenser C is determined by a consideration of two
factors. The first is that the capacitance of C should be much greater

*ThIs must not be confused with the term "Q-factor" used so often in communication
work, which is tl,e ratio of reactance to resistance of a circuit.

tRefer to Appendix C for description of component parts.
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than the capacitance between elements of the diode. The reason for this
lies in the fact that while the diode anode is positive (see Figure 10), the
diode conducts, charging the capacitor C. The capacitance of the diode
is then charged to the same voltage as C, because they are connected in
series. If, however, the diode capacitance is very small compared to that
of C, the quantity Q of charge in the diode capacitance is negligible, as
can be seen from the equation Q = CE. If the ratio of capacitance of C
to diode capacitance is made of the order 100, this effect can be neglected.

I
z+
lii

0

R1

+

IMPULSE APPLIED

HERE

Figure 10. Basic circuit for impulse integrator.

F

Figure 11. Showing the rectifying action of the integrator circuit of Figure 10 for
(a) the positive and (b) the negative portions of the impulse.

The other factor determining the size of C is the range of the vacuum
tube voltmeter, VT2. It is well to keep the voltage E2 of equation (1) as
small as possible, for no current will flow through the rectifier until the
voltage is sufficient to overcome the back voltage existing on C by virtue
of the charge it already contains. This is important, for often a series of
say ten impulses in a row is applied to the integrating device in order
that an average value of impulse Q may be obtained. If E2 became too
great, the full Q of the latter impulses would not be obtained.
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Figure 12. A diagram of the integrator circuit actually used for the measurements of
impulse Q. Refer to Appendix C for a list of parts.

Figure 13. Photograph of the laboratory integrator setup.
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The typical operation of this integrator might be as follows: after
the tube filaments are brought to their proper operating point, SW1 is
thrown to the right, SW3 is closed while the vacuum tube voltmeter zero
is adjusted by R3 and then opened, and the controller is set in operation.
After its action has settled down to a steady rate, SW2 is closed for the
duration of one impulse and then quickly opened. The voltage to which
C is charged, E, may be found by reference to the calibration chart of the
vacuum tube voltmeter. Figure 14 shows the calibration curve that held
for the VT2 grid and plate voltages used. By means of equation (1), the
Q in coulombs is found by multiplying E, by the capacitance of C in
farads. As the coulomb (or ampere-second) is such a large unit for this
work, it will usually be more convenient to express the Q in millicoulombs
or thousandths of a coulomb.

Figure 15 shows the results of a test on fence-controller Unit No. 19.
It will be noticed that the area above the axis (see Figure ha) and the
area below the axis (see Figure lib) are practically equal as predicted theoreti-
cally in Section III. This is demonstrated by the coincidence of curves A and B.

Figure 16 shows the measured discharge Q taken on Unit No. 16.
Note the wide variance in values of Q between Unit No. 16 and Unit
No. 19. This wide range is successfully met by a variation of the capaci-
tance of C through a relatively wide range. The curves A, B, and C are
comparable to those of Figure 15, but it will be noticed that A and B are
not coincident. It was found that removing the condenser from across
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Figure 14. Calibration curve for the vacuum-tube voltmeter of circuit of Figure 12.
= 0.60 ampere
= 133 volts

E = 10.9 volts
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the interrupter contacts dropped the B curve down to D but did not
influence A to any appreciable amount. The theoretical analysis in a
previous section did not include the effects of such a condenser, for it
appeared to be beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 15. Measured inductive discharge Q versus load resistance for Unit No. 19.
Curve A, Terminals normal
Curve B, Terminals reversed
Curve C, A + B = total Q

The vacuum-tube voltmeter shown in Figure 12 has a very limited
working range between the cut-off point and the positive grid region. It
is possible to use a very low-mu tube as an inverted amplifier in this
service. The same factors discussed in connection with the high voltage
vacuum-tube voltmeter in Section VII apply in this case. An open grid circuit is
the only type suitable across C1, for any grid resistor causes the condenser
charge to leak off through it, necessitating a reading "on the fly" and
resulting in unsatisfactory and inaccurate measurements. For this reason,
many laboratory-type vacuum-tube voltmeters cannot be used.

There is one source of error in the integrator of Figure 12 due to
initial velocities of electrons emitted from the cathode of VT1. With no
voltage on its anode, it will be found that C will slowly accumulate a
charge even though the fence controller connected in the circuit is not
operating. This will continue until C is charged to about one volt and
then cease, because this amount of negative voltage on the anode is
sufficient to repel the electrons that are thrown off from the cathode with
enough energy to reach the anode if at zero potential. This error can be
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compensated for in a number of ways, the two most successful being to
let the charge of several shocks accumulate and spread the error over
more readings, or to note the initial reading before the fence controller
operates and subtract this from the reading obtained after the impulse.
The latter proved the more accurate procedure.

U,

0J
000
0

00 1000 JO 000 100 000 I 000 000
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Figure 16. Measured inductive discharge Q versus load resistance for Unit No. 16.

Curve A, Terminals normal
Curve B, Terminals reversed
Curve C, A + B = total Q
Curve D, Curve B with condenser removed

from interrupter

VI. VOLTAGE DIVIDERS FOR TRANSIENT
PHENOMENA

The cathode-ray tube is well suited for measuring the crest voltages
generated by electric fence controllers. The fluorescent screen has reten-
tive properties that aid the eye in catching the very fast peaks of the
transients. It happens, however, that the magnitude of the open-circuit
voltage of the inductive-discharge type of controller is usually within the
range of 1,000 to 10,000 volts, and only a few hundred volts are needed
for full-scale deflection on the usual laboratory type of oscilloscope. This
necessitates a voltage divider of some type.
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The usual method of reducing this voltage to the required amount is
by the use of an ordinary resistance voltage divider as shown in Figure
17. While this is satisfactory for relatively low frequencies, at the higher
frequency components the stray capacitances upset the normal division
ratio. The very steep wave-fronts encountered in inductive-discharge transients
may be interpreted as having components of very high frequencies, and the wave
shape of the initial transient will be altered if these higher order harmonics are
discriminated against, accentuated, or shifted in phase. For a given input voltage
magnitude E,, the output voltage E may have either a rising or a falling char-
acteristic with frequency, depending on the proportioning of resistance and
stray capacitance.

It has been shown* that the voltage division ratio, which is

E, R2- at low frequencies, will remain independent of frequency if
E1 R1+R2
R,C, R2C2. In other words, the time constant of both elements should
be equal. For a practical example, let R1 = 2 megohms, R2 = 0.1 megohm,
and C1 = 10 micromicrofarads. To balance this R1C1 time constant of
20 X 10 seconds, the value of C2 required is 200 micromicrofarads. The
capacitances constituting C2, however, would be of the same order of magnitude
as C1, so the dividing ratio would be seriously unbalanced unless precau-
tions were taken to avoid it. The stray capacitance constituting C2 could
be padded until uniform voltage division and zero phase shift were
attained for all frequencies.

There are several practical aspects of the problem that stand in the
way of solving the problem as easily as the above paragraph might indi-
cate. One is that stray capacitances are difficult to measure, being
dependent on the proximity of other conducting bodies, including that of
the observer. Another is the presence of capacitive or inductive com-
ponents within the resistors. One method of avoiding these difficulties
is purposely padding C1 until variations in stray capacitances have negli-
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Figure 17. The use of a voltage divider with the cathode-ray oscilloscope.

Theory of Voltage Dividers and Their Use with Cathode-Ray Oscillo graphs, by Peters,
Blackburn, and Hannen, Bureau of Standards Journal of Research, Vol. 9, July 1932.
Reprinted in Research Paper No. 460.
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gible effect. This has a possible disadvantage in that the capacitive load
on the electric fence controller composed of C1 and C2 in series may
become too large. For resistances having a ratio comparable to R1 and
R1 given above, the total capacitive load would be very nearly equal to
the value of C1 selected. By keeping Ci as iow as feasible, however, this
method should prove to have no serious faults for the usual measurement
work.

The use of a square wave generator having a relatively high-voltage
output is the simplest method of balancing such a voltage divider. These
square waves contain a very wide band of frequencies, and if the capaci-
tances are adjusted so that the top of the square wave is flat as observed
on the oscilloscope itself, the voltage divider is properly balanced.*

VII. A HIGH-VOLTAGE, VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER

1. Introduction. The vacuum-tube voltmeter has proved itself indis-
pensable in many branches of electrical engineering, because it is able to
measure voltages without disturbing the circuit under test. By maintain-
ing the control electrode of the tube at a negative potential, it is possible
to control the current flow through the tube (and thus affect an easily
measurable quantity) entirely by electrostatic forces. In this manner,
the measuring instrument draws no current from the circuit under test
and hence does not disturb it. This feature is invaluable for measure-
ments in high-impedance circuits where the current drawn by an ordinary
voltmeter would seriously load the circuit.

To retain this valuable feature of drawing no current from the circuit
under test by the vacuum-tube voltmeter, it is necessary that the tube be
operated in the negative control grid region only. This region is bounded
by the zero grid voltage point on the one hand and the plate-current cut-
off point on the other. This plate-current cut-off point is in normal
triodes given approximately by the relationship:

E0
Cut-off grid potential =

where E is defined as the direct voltage applied to the plate of the tube,
and t is the amplification factor of the tube. For example, let us take a
triode which has an amplification factor of 10 and which has 300 volts
(Ic applied to its plate. The cut-off point would be located approximately
at -30 volts, giving an approximate negative grid region from -30 to 0
volts, a range of about 30 volts. For many measurements, particularly in
communication circuits, such a range would be ample. There are many
cases, however, where potentials of thousands of volts must be measured
in which no current can be drawn to actuate a voltmeter.

In measuring the open-circuit voltages of certain electric fence con-
trollers, a very small drain can easily cause great errors to arise. The
vacuum-tube voltmeter to be described is a device that can measure volt-
ages from 1,000 to 8,000 volts peak without disturbing the circuit to which

An Oscillograph for Television Development, Stocker, Proceedings Institute of Radio
Engineers, August, 1937.

Amplifier Testing by Means of Square Waves, Swift, Communications, February, 1939.
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it is connected. Higher or lower voltages, of course, may be measured by
similar instruments suitably designed.

2. The inverted vacuum tube as a voltmeter. In 1928 it was suggested
by Terman* that an "inverted vacuum-tube" amplifier could be used to
control sufficient current to actuate the usual magnetic oscillograph by
means of a circuit in which the voltage was relatively high (at least out
of the range of the normal negative-grid amplifier) but which could
deliver no current. The "inverted vacuum-tube" is, as its name implies, a
vacuum tube in which the functions of two of the electrodes are reversed.
The anode is used as the electrostatic control electrode and the grid as the
electron-collecting device. By reversing the functions of grid and plate,

the amplification factor is thereby changed from /L to -. It is seen

that the term "amplification" may be rather misleading in an amplifier of
this type, because the output voltage might easily be less than the input
signal. In the following discussion, the terms "grid" and "plate" will be
retained as in normal vacuum-tube terminology, even though their func-
tions may be interchanged.

The characteristic curvet of a small transmitting triode (the Heintz
and Kaufman Type 24 gammatron) used as an inverted vacuum tube is
shown in Figure 18. This tube has a normal plate dissipation rating of
25 watts. As the plate is the negative control electrode in the inverted
application, the plate dissipation rating is of little value. As the grid
serves the usual function of the plate, the dissipation rating of the grid is
of very great importance, but is not ordinarily supplied by the manufac-
turers, because it has no value in normal service. The manufacturers of
this particular tube were asked to supply a figure on this, and their reply
stated that the grid would stand 100 milliamperes for intermittent use, or
a grid dissipation not to exceed about 5 watts.

In Figure 18, the negative plate potential controls the amount of grid
current flowing, but because it is highly negative it tends to repel any
electrons that might pass through the meshes of the grid, and hence it
draws little or no current. If now an impulse were applied to the plate
of the inverted vacuum tube in such a way that the plate potential were
driven in the negative direction, a dip in grid current would result. This
is shown graphically in Figure 19. Let us say the value of grid current
flowing with zero plate voltage is 100 ma. The impulse, in driving the
plate in the negative direction, will cause a dip in the plate current as
shown. The higher the crest voltage of the impulse, the deeper the dip in
the grid current. If some method were available for determining the
depth of the grid-current dip, the crest potential of the impulse could be
measured without disturbing the circuit in which it was generated.

For a suitable indicating device, the "trigger" tube or grid-controlled
gas-discharge type of tube was utilized. The characteristics of this tube
are such that, with a given plate voltage, the grid either maintains plate-
current cut-off or loses control, allowing the tube to become conducting,

Proceedings, Institute of Radio Engineers, April 1928.
f Refer to Appendix D.
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depending on the value of the grid potential. Once the grid loses control,
it can only be regained by reducing the plate voltage below the ionization
potential of the tube. The characteristic curve of a typical tube of this
kind is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 15. Inverted characteristics of a Heintz and Kaufman Type 24 Gammatron with
2,000-ohm load resistance.

Figure 21* shows the method of using this type of tube as an indicat-
ing device. The impulse is applied between terminals 1 and 2 in such a
manner that the plate of VT, will be driven in a negative direction. The
quiescent value of VT, grid current flowing through R1, R,, M1, etc., will be
caused to dip downward because of the electrostatic effect of the VT,
plate upon its space current. The grid circuit of VT2, a grid-controlled gas
triode, is connected across R,, which is common to the grid circuit of VT,.
The steady-state value of 100 milliamperes (referring to Figure 19) flow-
ing through R, of say 100 ohms, causes a negative potential of 10 volts to
exist between the cathode and grid of VT,. As the VT, grid current dips,
this value of VT, bias potential will experience a similar dip. By applying
a series of similar impulses, the plate voltage of VT, can be adjusted until the
grid of VT, loses control as indicated by a deflection of the milliammeter M,. It
is then evident that the crest value of the impulse applied to the plate of VT1 is
measured by the plate potential of VT, and, having at hand the plate voltage-
grid current inverted characteristics of VT,, and the grid voltage-plate voltage
firing characteristics of VT,, the two can be related by the calculation of the
voltage drop existing on R, by a given grid current of VT1. For instance,

5Refer to Appendix E for description of component parts.
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Figure 21. Complete circuit diagram of the high-voltage vacuum-tube Crest voltmeter.
Refer to Appendix E for a list of parts.
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if an impulse with a crest value of 3,000 volts is applied to the plate of VT1,
we can see from Figure 18 that the grid current will be momentarily de-
creased to 68 ma. This change in current through R2 would cause the VT2
bias to change from -10 volts to -6.8 volts. From Figure 20 we can see
that a grid voltage of -6.8 on VT2 will cause it to fire if a plate voltage of
58 volts is applied to it. Any plate voltage lower than this value will not
cause VT2 to become conducting. We then know, if the VT2 plate voltage
is adjusted to 58 volts, that any impulse that causes VT2 to conduct is at
least 3,000 volts in magnitude. By repeating this process for other values
of negative plate voltage of VT1, the information shown in Table 1 is
obtained. By plotting the VT1 plate voltage against the plate voltage
that will cause VT2 to conduct, an over-all calibration curve of the inverted
vacuum-tube voltmeter can be obtained. Such a calibration curve for the
experimental unit built is shown in Figure 22. In using the instrument,
this calibration curve is all that is necessary. Figures 23a and 23b are
photographs of the completed instrument, with its case and also with-
out it.

Table 1. CALIBRATION OF INVERTED VAcuuM-TuBE VOLTMETER

VT2 plate
voltage

VTi
grid current

ma

Minimum voltage
across Rs
100 ohms

VT2
plate voltage

for firing

. ----------------------------------- 100.0 10.00 90.0
1,000 ---------------------------------------------- 94.0 9.40 I 84.0
2,000 .... -. --------------------------------------- 82.0 8.20 72.0
3,000 ---------------------------------------------- 68.0 6.80 58.0
4000 ---------------------------------------------- 58.2 5.82 i 48.5
5,000 ---------------------------------------------- 52.3 5.23 43.0
6,000 --------------------------------------------- 47.5 4.75 38.2
7,000 --------------------------------------------- 43.0 4.30 34.0
8,000 ------------------------------------------- 39.5 395 30.8

Extrapolated values.

Values of direct voltage and crest values of alternating voltage within
its range can also be measured with this instrument by connecting the
voltage in question between terminals 1 and 3. The series condenser, C1,
is actually in series with the plate-cathode capacitance of VT1. The value
of C1 is selected so that it is many times that of the plate-cathode capaci-
tance (250 times in this case). The capacitor C1 almost immediately
charges to the dc potential, or the crest ac potential (due to the rectifying
action of VT1), and when charged to this voltage no more current will be
drawn from the source and the measured voltage will truly be the open-
circuit voltage of the device in question.

The shorting switch SW1 is included in order that the plate of VT1
might be easily connected to the cathode of VT1 to check its value of
quiescent grid current. SW2 is used to open the plate circuit of VT2 in
order to allow the grid to regain control of the plate current in prepara-
tion for another indication. Both SW1 and SW2 are self-returning push.
button switches for convenience in operation. SW3 is the main "on-off"
switch that energizes the filaments of VT1 and VT2, causes a green pilot
light to glow, and closes the plate voltage circuit of VT1. Closing SW4
applies the grid voltage to VT1 and also lights the red pilot light. The
autotransformer T3 is adjusted until M4 reads some standard value, say
115 volts. Subnormal or abnormal line voltage can thus have no effect
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on the calibration of the instrument. Extremely rapid variations of line
voltage, such as switching surges, etc., would have relatively little effect
on the accuracy of the instrument due to the thermal inertia of the fila-
ments and heaters, and the smoothing effect of the power-supply filter.

Figure 23. Photographs of high-voltage, vacuum-tube crest voltmeter (a) in cabinet and
(b) removed from cabinet
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Slower changes may be detrimental, and if the accuracy desired demands
it, some sort of automatic voltage regulator* should be used.

In some services in which the magnitudes of regularly occurring
pulses are being measured, a counter may be of value. Such a device
could be actuated by the plate current of VT2. A magnetic device could
also be used to open the plate circuit of VT2 momentarily to allow the
grid to regain control.

If the applied impulse in Figure 19 has a negative portion that will
drive the plate of VT1 in a positive direction, current will flow while the
plate is positive. In certain types of circuits, this current flow is detri-
mental, and it may be necessary to avoid it by biasing the plate in a
negative direction an amount sufficient to keep all parts of the applied
wave below the zero plate voltage point. The bias voltage must then,
of course, be subtracted from the voltage read.

No tubes were found that left nothing to be desired for the VT1 posi-
tion. The great electrostatic forces produced between the elements of
VT1 at the higher voltages may cause element displacement, which alters
the tube characteristics. A really suitable tube should be designed front
the very beginning for such a service as this.

VIII. THE ARTIFICIAL FENCE

In testing electric fence controllers, it is often desired to obtain their
characteristics under actual operating conditions. In order to do this
conveniently in the laboratory, an artificial fence is a useful device. To
simulate accurately the electrical characteristics of a fence wire, the actual
parameters of the wire must be understood. Figure 24a shows schemat-
ically an ordinary single electric fence wire strung at a constant height
above the earth. The wire itself has resistance that is designated as
in the equivalent circuit of Figure 24b. For simplicity, we will regard
the dc resistance of the wire as its entire impedance, neglecting self-
inductance which leads to skin-effect and other more complicated phenomena.
Each incremental length of the wire has a capacitance to earth that is
indicated by the several capacitances. Across every insulator and blade
of grass or tree limb that touches the wire there is a certain leakage
resistance to ground. All of these multiple resistances are in parallel, and
their equivalent value is indicated in Figure 24b as RL. The sum of all
the incremental capacitances is lumped into the capacitance C. Figure 25
shows the theoretical value of capacitance between a single No. 9 wire
and a plane earth as a function of length of wire. In Figure 24b, then,
we have an actual representation of the fence wire except for the fact that
the parameters are lumped. As the actual wire resistance is qormally low, the
equivalent circuit of Figure 24b may be simplified to that of Figure 24c by the
omission of R.

As far as a steady-state representation of the line is concerned, Figure
24c is accurate. Most approved electric fences, however, are not energized
with steady-state voltage, but rather transients of various types, magni-

Such as the Roller-Smith "Autovolt" or the Raytheon Voltage Regulator or other
similar devices.
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tudes, and durations. As far as studies pertaining to reflection phenom-
ena, and instantaneous current and voltage distribution are concerned,
the equivalent circuit with lumped parameters is of little value. To show
the effect of resistive and capacitative loading upon the voltage magnitude
and waveshape of electric fence controllers, however, the equivalent circuit
of Figure 24c built into an artificial fence unit will prove very useful.

Figure 26 shows photographs of such a unit, which gives a shunting
resistance range of from 100 ohms to 500,000 ohms and capacitance range
from 0.003 mfd to 0.079 mfd. This range of capacitance corresponds to a
single No. 9 wire (Std. W.G.), 22 inches above the earth, from about 0.2

Figure 26. Photographs of artificial fence, (a) mounted in cabinet, (b) removed from
cabinet to show method of mounting resistors and capacitors.
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mile to a total of about 5.6 miles of fence. The wiring diagram of this
Unit 1S shown in Figure 27. Flexible cords are attached to plugs that can
be used to select the desired value of resistance and capacitance by
plugging into the appropriate jacks. This plug and jack arrangement is
used because of the difficulty of finding suitable multitap switches that
will not spark over. A binding post is connected to each condenser jack
in order that various combinations of capacitance can be obtained by

J003 J9O6 J.OI JOI5 JOI5 JOI5 JOJ5mfd.

A.67LLL)
Figure 27. Wiring diagram of artificial fence.

connecting the desired condensers in parallel by means of a jumper wire.
This is simply an economy measure, for condensers of this type are
quite expensive. The resistors should be at least of 10-watt dissipation
rating and should be of the noninductive kind. The condensers should be
of the molded mica type having a voltage rating of at least 1,000 volts dc.
This rating is determined by the strength of the dielectric, and the con-
densers are capable of withstanding many times the continuous rated
voltage for short periods of time. Voltages from the impulse type of fence
controller of ten times this rating have been applied without puncturing
the dielectric. This is in part at least a result of low dielectric heating
due to the extremely short time of actual application.
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APPENDIX A
EXACT SOLUTION FOR INDUCTIVE TRANSIENTS

OF COUPLED CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 3
If the roots of the quadratic equation

(L1L2 M2)p2 + (R1L2 + R2L1)p ± R1R2 =0

are i and Pz as shown below,

R1L2R2L1+ V (R1L2R2L1)2+4M2R1R2

Pi
2L1L2 2M2

R1L2 - R2L1 V (R1L2 - R2L1)2 + 4M2R1R2

P2
2L1L, 2M2

then the following equations are true:

Current Make

In

(pi P2) R2 L p1
(R2 + p2L2) p2t P2 (R2 + piL2) ePnhl + II

Mp,p111

[ e"t -

](plP2) R2
Current Break

L r
I

P (R1 + p1L1) e2t P2 (R2 + p,L1) 6P1t

(pip2)Rz L
Mp1p110 E

i2 = I
-

(pip2)Rz L
The roots P1 and P2 must be determined for both current-make and cur-
rent-break conditions, for they depend upon R1, which is different in the
two cases.

APPENDIX B
LIST OF PARTS FOR TRIGGER CIRCUIT OF FIGURE 8a

VT1Type 885 grid-controlled gas-discharge tube
Ci C2i mfd, 500 volt, paper condenser

C3O.O1 mfd, 2,500 volt, mica condenser
R2-2,500 ohm potentiometer
R2-2,500 ohm adjustable

R3 R4Voltage divider adjusted to give desired deflection on
cathode-ray tube (see Section VI)

R,.2 megohm potentiometer
R6-100,000 ohm potentiometer

R,.75,000 ohms, 1 watt
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF PARTS FOR INTEGRATOR SHOWN IN FIGURE 12
SW1DPDT reversing switch well insulated for full controller

voltage
SW2.SPST switch with very high resistance leakage path
SW3Push button shorting switch
VT2Type '56 vacuum tube
VT2Type '30 vacuum tube

R1-50 ohm rheostat for 100 ma
RsChangeable from 100 ohms to 500,000 ohms.

The artificial fence described in Section VIII is admirably
suited for this element.

R2.500 ohm potentiometer, wirewound
R4.400 ohm resistor, wirewound 5-watt
M1-0-100 ma dc milliammeter

M2.-0-100 ma dc milliammeter
CSize depends upon range of voltage desired for grid of

VT2 for the Q to be measured. See equation (1) Section V.

APPENDIX D

A METHOD OF CALIBRATING THE INVERTED
VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER

As shown by the curve of Figure 18, some source of high voltage
must be available for the calibration of the inverted tube VT1. While a dc
voltage of 1,000 to 2,000 volts is often at hand, obtaining a voltage of five times

ELECTROSTATiC

2000 V.r--

VOLTMETER

Figure 28. A circuit for calibration of high-voltage vacuum-tube crest voltmeter.
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this value may cause some inconvenience. As no power is required at
these voltages, the method shown in Figure 28 is suggested. Here several
identical condensers are charged to the same potential in parallel by
throwing the switches to the left. By simultaneously throwing the
switches to the right, all of the condensers are connected in series. If a
high-voltage electrostatic voltmeter is not available, one with a range oT
2,000 or 3,000 volts could be used as shown, assuming that the total
voltage in series would be equal to the number of condensers multiplied
by the measured voltage of one condenser. Although this latter arrange-
ment is not the best, it could be used with reasonable accuracy.

APPENDIX E
LIST OF PARTS FOR VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER

OF FIGURE 21

VT1-Heintz and Kaufman HK24 Gammatron
VT2-Type 885 gas triode
VTr-Type 5Z3 full-wave rectifier

T1-6.3 volts, 3 amperes
T-2.S volts, 3 amperes
T3-Adjustable autotransformer, UTC Type V2 or General

Radio Type 200 CM, 5 amperes, 0-130 volts output
Tc-775 volts CT, 200 ma, filament 5 volts, 3 amperes

T6, Tr-3 henrys, 150 ma
R1-3,000 ohms, 100 watts adjustable
R2-. 100 ohms, 10 watts, wirewound
R3-.5,000 ohms, 10 watts, wirewound
R4-20,000 ohms, wirewound potentiometer
R-10,000 ohms, 100 watts, adjustable

SW1.nonlocking push-button switch (push to close contacts)
SW2_.nonlocicing push-button switch (push to open contacts)

SW1, SW-DPST toggle switch
C1-O.0001 mf, 10,000 volt dc mica condenser

C2, C1-8 mf dry electrolytic
M1-DC milTiammeter, 0-150 ma
M2-DC voltmeter, 0-150 volts, 1,000 ohms per volt
M3-DC millammeter, 0-25 ma
M4-AC voltmeter, 0-150 volts
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